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ABSTRACT: 

Cloud computing has a great function inside the 

world of facts generation, especially for the 

retrieval and storage of relevant data. Globally, it 

creates a more dynamic, speedy and particular 

characteristic. In cloud computing, all statistics is 

saved on line and does now not require hardware 

like a conventional system.  All are to be had 

globally at the net network. It additionally removes 

the huge fee of purchasing and managing all 

present hardware. Cloud computing has a brief get 

right of entry to pace and can be managed in real-

time. The data on the server can be effortlessly 

arranged and allotted to humans in need. it's going 

to lead the users to use and adapt this generation 

fast. This generation generates pace and reliability 

greater than the preceding generation. 

Virtualization is a way that merge or break up 

computing resources to offers one or more than 

execution environments the use of techniques this is 

hardware and software program department or, 

partial or usual gadget simulation, mirroring and 

others. Cloud computing comes to light as a 

completely unique and cutting-edge problem in 

facts era. Cloud computing is predicated on 

different studies fields of computing like HPC, 

carrier computing, virtualization and grid 

computing. This paper is set the creation, 

functions, restrictions, advantages and downsides 

of Virtualization and Cloud Computing. The 

essential cause of writing this paper is to evaluate 

virtualization, cloud computing and to visualize 

signification of both. 

KEYWORDS: Cloud Computing, Information 

Technology, Virtual Machine  

1.0 INTRODUCTION: 

Cloud computing is predicted as 

subsequent generation generation in IT. as 

opposed to walking program and statistics 

in an individual desktop laptop, 

everything is hosted within the “CLOUD 

“nebulous assemblage of computers and 

servers via internet, where pleasant of 

carrier is furnished on subscription 

foundation.  Cloud storage is an "on-

demand" service model wherein 

information is maintained, managed and 

subsidized up remotely and made 

available to customers over a community.  

it's far a subscription based totally model. 

The cloud information can be saved and 

manipulated via a idea called tiered garage 

. The relaxation of this paper is organized 

as follows, section 2 and its partner 

sections discusses approximately core of 

this overview including cloud computing 

and its "on call for" garage as a carrier 

version. phase 3 elaborates garage 

virtualization. section four elucidates 

cloud garage referential model. phase five 

highlights demanding situations in cloud 

garage. 

Virtualization is a developing era inside 

the data generation global. a number of 

agencies are the use of virtualization to 

solidify their workloads. Virtualization 

renders distinguished accessibility for 

crucial programs and streamlines software 

preparation & actions .inside the global of 

IT, cloud computing gets a maximum 

familiar word in overdue yr. CLOUD 

stands for Computing area impartial 

online application which is useable on-call 

for that permit users to approach which 

can be occupy on net devices linked to 

nearby, far flung and other connection. 

Cloud computing defined as “internet 

primarily based computing,” wherein 

extraordinary different utilities just like 
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garage, servers and programs are 

surpassed over to an institute’s computer 

systems and gadgets thru internet. 

Virtualization, in pc machine, relates to 

create a digital version of something, 

which includes nevertheless not restrained 

to a hardware software of virtual 

computer, pc community, working system 

or storage gadgets. Virtualization began 

mainframe computer systems as a 

technique about logical department of the 

sources of gadget which mainframe laptop 

supplies inside a spread of software 

software program in 1960s. At that point, 

the time period virtualization has extended 

meanings. 

 
Figure 1: Virtualization in Computer 

Systems 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Arokia Paul Rajan.R(2012): 

organizations are using towards much less 

cost, greater availability, agility, controlled 

risk - all of that's extended in the direction 

of Cloud Computing. Cloud isn't a selected 

product, but a manner of delivering IT 

services which might be consumable on 

call for, elastic to scale up and down as 

wanted, and comply with a pay-for-

utilization version. Out of the three 

common types of cloud computing service 

fashions, Infrastructure as a provider 

(IaaS) is a provider version that gives 

servers, computing strength, community 

bandwidth and storage capability, as a 

carrier to their subscribers. Cloud can 

relate to many stuff however without the 

essential garage pieces, that is furnished as 

a service namely Cloud garage, none of 

the alternative programs is feasible. This 

paper introduces Cloud storage, which 

covers the key technology in cloud 

computing and Cloud garage, management 

insights about cloud computing, distinctive 

forms of cloud offerings, using forces of 

cloud computing and cloud storage, 

blessings and challenges of cloud storage 

and concludes by means of pinpointing 

few challenges to be addressed by the 

cloud garage carriers.  

RaviTeja Kanakala.v(2014): 

Virtualization become one of the trending 

studies technologies in the IT enterprise 

now days. organizations which have been 

running for the advancement in Cloud 

Computing had been concentrating greater 

on virtualization era. Virtualization 

technology added many modifications in 

the functionality of cloud computing 

technology through which solutions for 

very long lasting problems were found. 

One such solution found with the aid of 

virtualization approach is ‘hypervisor’ 

that's a software program layer inserted 

between the hardware and the running 

device changed into solving among the 

protection problems. in this paper we are 

able to discuss about virtualization 

technologies in exceptional regions of 

cloud computing. 

Victor Jesús Sosa-Sosa (2012):  The 

growing want for virtual libraries to 

manipulate big quantities of information 

calls for storage infrastructure that libraries 

can installation quickly and economically. 

Cloud computing is a new version that 

allows the availability of facts technology 

(IT) sources on call for, reducing control 

complexity. This paper introduces a 

record-storage provider that is carried out 

on a personal/hybrid cloud-computing 

environment and is based on open-supply 

software. The authors evaluated overall 

performance and useful resource intake the 

use of several levels of information 

availability and fault tolerance. This 

provider can be taken as a reference 
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manual for IT body of workers looking to 

build a modest cloud garage infrastructure. 

Vijay Baskar.G(2013): Cloud Computing 

is the rising buzzword in facts technology. 

it's miles developing each day because of 

its rich features of services. it's far a digital 

pool of resources which can be furnished 

to the customers via net. Cloud computing 

is a brand new flavor of computing 

wherein our trend of the usage of internet 

modifications. it's far the future of net. it is 

also referred to as as fifth generation of 

computing after Mainframe, personal 

computer, customer-Server Computing, 

and the internet. in recent times, various 

net offerings are available in disbursed 

way. to apply these services in a viable 

manner is a large question because once in 

a while many resources end up idle, they 

may be highly-priced and increase the 

budget of organization. that is the exquisite 

depend of situation, in particular when the 

arena is going through financial disaster. 

Cloud Computing may be the answer of 

those questions. 

3.0 SERVER VIRTUALIZATION  

The hiding of server resources from server 

users is known as server virtualization. We 

use server virtualization to free the client 

to understand and accomplish difficult 

details about resources of server when 

sharing and usage of resource increased 

and keeping the capacity to further 

increase. 

 
Fig. 2. Server Virtualization Storage 

Virtualization 

The sharing of storage from multiple 

network storage devices into a single 

storage device, a central console handle it, 

is called storage virtualization. Generally 

storage area networks use storage 

virtualization. 

4.0 CLOUD COMPUTING VS 

VIRTUALIZATION  

Virtualization software lets in one physical 

server to run some of separate computing 

environments. In sensible, it is much like 

to generate multiple server for each server 

user purchase. that is principal method in 

cloud computing. Cloud suppliers have 

large facts hubs which can be full of 

servers to replace cloud offerings of the 

servers, however they're not able to 

present a wonderful server to every user. 

So, they absolutely divides the records at 

the server, enabling each patron to work 

with a special “virtual” case of the same 

software. Cloud computing, is a protecting 

time period that surrounds virtualization. It 

offers a employer get admission to to 

complex programs and heavy computing 

sources thru the net. Small groups are 

maximum likely subscribed to a cloud-

based totally carrier to borrow cloud 

computing along with Cisco WebEx, than 
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to construct their own cloud base on their 

networks 

Table 01 Comparison B/W 

Virtualization And Computing 

Virtualization Cloud Computing 

Part of the 

ordered 

substructure 

Brings resources of 

computing as a 

utility to client 

across the network 

A self-service 

layer itself is 

not provided to 

the client and 

without that 

layer user can’t 

hand over 

compute as 

utility 

Cloud deals 

computing as a 

service instead of a 

particular 

technology 

One probable 

utility that can 

be delivered 

An access for the 

bringing of utilities 

to an clients 

Can exist 

without the 

cloud 

Can exist only with 

virtualization 

Virtualization 

allows itself an 

arrangement to 

serve and 

efficiently use 

its IT resources 

Using cloud 

computing it is 

possible to use 

those resources on 

other level by 

giving access to 

elements when 

required 

 

 
FIG. 3: VIRTUAL COMPUTE 

ENVIRONMENT 

B.STORAGE AS A SERVICE (STAAS)  

StaaS is a business version wherein huge 

business enterprise rents space of their 

storage infrastructure to a smaller 

company or man or woman. Any character 

or corporations might sign a provider 

stage agreement(SLA) whereby the StaaS 

company conform to hire storage space on 

pay-in step with-use basis after which 

facts might be mechanically transferred at 

the required time over the storage issuer's 

proprietary huge network  or through 

internet. famous Cloud carrier company 

(CSP) providing StaaS consist of Google 

power, Microsoft One force, Drop box 

and many others. they are focused on 

secondary garage programs by means of 

selling data existence-cycle control (ILM) 

as a handy way to manage backups. ILM 

is a proactive strategy that permits an IT 

corporation to efficaciously manipulate 

the statistics all through its life cycle, 

based on predefined enterprise policies. 

This permits an IT organisation to 

optimize the garage infrastructure for a 

most return on funding. ILM merchandise 

automate the strategies worried in StaaS, 

commonly organizing statistics into 

separate tiers in line with designated rules 

and automating facts migration from one 

tier to any other based totally on defined 

standards.  

Tiered garage is the project of different 

categories of facts to exclusive kinds of 

storage media in an effort to lessen 

general storage cost. classes can be based 

totally on tiers of protection needed, 

overall performance requirements, 

frequency of use, and different concerns. 

A course control utility, either as a aspect 

of ILM software or operating along side it, 

makes it feasible to retrieve any statistics 

stored with the aid of keeping track of 

garage cycle . computerized storage 

Tiering (AST) is a garage software 
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program management characteristic that 

dynamically movements facts among 

special disk types and Redundant Array of 

independent Disk (RAID) stages to satisfy 

space, performance and value 

requirements. AST use policies which are 

set up by garage directors . StaaS is 

commonly seen as a terrific alternative for 

a small or mid-sized business or an 

character who lacks the capital price range 

and/or technical employees to implement 

an preserve their personal storage 

infrastructure 

 
FIG. 4:  CLOUD SERVICES 

REDEFINED 

5.0 STORAGE VIRTUALIZATION: 

garage virtualization offers a logical view 

of the physical storage assets to host. This 

logical garage appears and behaves as 

physical garage without delay related to 

the host. The garage Networking 

enterprise affiliation (SNIA) published a 3 

level taxonomy that gives storage 

visualization. 

the primary level of garage virtualization 

must be in both Block level or in file 

degree. Block level virtualization extends 

storage volumes 

8db290b6e1544acaffefb5f58daa9d83, 

resolving application boom requirement, 

consolidating heterogeneous garage array 

and permitting obvious extent access. It 

also provides the advantage of non-

disruptive data migration through garage 

place network (SAN). SAN carries 

statistics between servers (also referred to 

as host) and garage devices via fibre 

channel switches. SAN allows storage 

Consolidation and permit to share across 

multiple servers. It allows employer to 

connect geographically dispersed servers 

and storage. the 2 protocols that enlarge 

block-level get entry to to application over 

internet Protocol (IP) are namely internet 

Small computer machine Interface 

protocol (iSCSI) and Fibre Channel over 

IP (FCIP) . iSCSI is an IP-based protocol 

that establishes and manages connection 

between storage, host and bridging. The 

statistics block is transported the usage of 

TCP/IP. It has enabled IT business 

enterprise to gain advantage of storage 

networking structure at affordable price.  

FCIP is a tunnelling protocol that allows 

disbursed FC SAN islands to be 

transparently interconnected over existing 

IP-based totally local, metropolitan and 

extensive-place networks. As a result, 

corporations now have a better way to 

guard, store and flow their information 

even as leveraging investments in existing 

era. FCIP uses TCP/IP as its underlying 

protocol. In FCIP, the FC frames are 

encapsulated onto the IP payload. It does 

not manipulate FC frames (translating FC 

IDs for transmission). when SAN islands 

are connected the use of FCIP, each 

interconnection is referred to as an FCIP 

hyperlink. A successful FCIP link among  

SAN islands effects in a totally merged 

FC cloth. report-stage virtualization 

addresses the network get admission to 

garage (NAS) demanding situations. It 

removes the dependencies between the 

records accessed on the record stage and 

region, where the files are bodily saved. It 

simplifies the document mobility. It 

affords consumer or utility independence 

from region wherein the files are saved. It 

creates logical pool of garage, enabling 
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customers to use logical direction, in 

preference to a physical route to get right 

of entry to documents, as a consequence 

allowing statistics sharing. NAS protocol 

permits CSPs to community collectively 

lots of tough drives and control them in a 

single principal server to provide the 

storage  services. NAS enables CSPs to 

proportion facts amongst users. 

 
FIGURE 5: STORAGE 

VIRTUALIZATION 

in 2nd degree, it need to be implemented 

in server, storage community and storage. 

The server virtualization includes 

direction management, volume control 

and replication. In garage community 

virtualization, route redirection, get right 

of entry to control and cargo balancing are 

managed. In garage virtualization, volume 

control with Logical Unit variety (LUN), 

replication and RAID are managed. LUN 

help in disk utilization while RAID is an 

enabling technology that leverages more 

than one disks as part of a hard and fast, 

which offers statistics protection against 

tough Disk power (HDD) failures. In 

popular, RAID implementation also 

improves the I/O overall performance of 

garage machine by storing records 

throughout a couple of HDDs. In 0.33 

stage, the garage virtualization can be 

implemented both as In-band or out-of-

band. In In-band virtualization, 

information-course is within virtualization 

feature. it's far useful for static utility. In 

out-of-band virtualization, information 

direction is outside and is beneficial for 

digital storage programs together with 

tiered garage . the key gain of storage 

virtualization is to increase garage 

utilization through tiers, including or 

deleting garage with out affecting the 

software's availability and non-disruptive 

statistics migration. 

6.0 CLOUD STORAGE 

REFERENTIAL MODEL : 

SNIA is primarily based on Cloud data 

control Interface(CDMI) which has 4 

standards along with cloud storage 

subscriber(customers), cloud storage 

provider company, cloud storage provider 

developer and cloud garage provider 

broking . these standards affords practical 

interface, Used to create, retrieve, replace 

and delete records elements from the 

cloud. As a part of these interfaces, the 

customer will be able to control box and 

the information this is placed in those 

container permits inter-operable cloud 

garage and information control. A field is 

not only a beneficial for abstraction of 

storage area, but also serves as a grouping 

of the virtual facts stored in it and a point 

of manage for making use of records 

services within the combination. CDMI 

can be used to manipulate field exported 

to be used by means of cloud computing 

infrastructures . CDMI containers are 

reachable not simplest through CDMI as a 

facts path but also thru different protocols 

which includes OCCI. OCCI is a loose, 

open, community consensus pushed API, 

targeting cloud infrastructure services . 

With OCCI, cloud computing clients can 

invoke a brand new software stack, 

manage its existence cycle and also 

manages the useful resource that it uses. 
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The OCCI interface can also be used to 

assign garage to a virtual system that 

allows you to run the utility stack 

consisting of that exported by SNIA’s 

CDMI interface. figure properly explains 

CDMI and OCCI in an incorporated cloud 

computing surroundings. The exported 

CDMI packing containers may be used by 

the digital Machines inside the cloud 

computing environment as digital disks on 

each visitor. With the inner expertise of 

the community and digital system, Cloud 

Infrastructure management utility (CIMA) 

can connect exported CDMI packing 

containers to the digital machines. CDMI 

presents a form of export that contains 

records received through the OCCI 

interface. further, OCCI provides a sort of 

storage that corresponds to exported 

CDMI containers. OCCI and CDMI can 

acquire interoperability initiating garage 

export configuration from either OCCI or 

CDMI interfaces as starting factors. even 

though the final results is the same, there 

are differences between the methods using 

CDMI’s interface over the OCCI’s as a 

starting point. 

 

FIGURE 6: CLOUD STORAGE 

REFERENTIAL MODEL 

The interoperability among CDMI and 

OCCI starts with patron creating a CDMI 

box through the CDMI interface and 

export it as an OCCI export kind. The 

CDMI container item id is back as a end 

result. The consumer then creates a virtual 

system thru the OCCI interface and 

attaches a garage volume of type CDMI 

the use of the item identification. The 

OCCI virtual machine id is again as a 

result. The customer then updates the 

CDMI field object export statistics with 

the OCCI virtual gadget identification to 

permit virtual machine get admission to to 

the box. The purchaser then starts 

offevolved the digital gadget through the 

OCCI interface . This interoperability 

enables to achieve StaaS the usage of ILM 

in tiered storage. 

 
FIGURE 7: OCCI – CDMI 

INTERFACE DIAGRAM 

7.0 CONCLUSION: 

the key technologies reviewed on this 

paper provides in-intensity understanding 

to apprehend cloud computing and its "on-
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demand" cloud provider models. The 

CDMI Integration with OCCI in digital 

angle enables to construct a dependable 

storage virtualization. StaaS mentioned in 

this evaluation can be a compendium to 

understand the underlying idea of cloud 

garage. The challenges mentioned on the 

cease of this assessment provide course 

and scope of research in cloud garage. The 

destiny work consist of careful have a look 

at on storage virtualization and Cloud 

storage Referential version, through which 

a dependable and secured n-tiered garage 

is finished for StaaS, so as to benefit all 

walks of humans. This paper compares the 

cloud computing and virtualization. A 

virtualization generation gives some of 

important utilities which make it a 

completely robust device that may be 

utilized in a massive quantity of packages. 

those aren't confined to server 

consolidation, utility sandboxing, get right 

of entry to to exclusive varieties of 

hardware and operating systems, 

debugging. There are unique strategies that 

digital machine ware is ensuing to make 

overall performance of virtualization 

higher over the years. 
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